Introduction
Distributed-memory parallel supercomputers (or simply supercomputers, in this paper) are high-end machines designed to support the execution of parallel jobs. A parallel supercomputer is composed of many processors, each with its own memory. The processors are interconnected by very fast internal networking. In order to promote the performance of parallel jobs whose tasks frequently communicate and synchronize, parallel supercomputers are typically space-shared. That is, jobs receive a dedicated partition to run for a pre-established amount of time. Examples of parallel supercomputers include the SGI Origin 2000, the Cray T3E, and the IBM SP2.
Since jobs have dedicated access to processors in a spaced-shared supercomputer, an arriving job may not find enough resources to execute immediately. When this happens, the arriving job waits until enough processors become available. That is, jobs that cannot start immediately are placed in a queue, which is controlled by the supercomputer scheduler. The supercomputer scheduler is the entity that receives requests to run jobs, and decides when jobs start and what processors they use. In particular, the supercomputer scheduler decides which job in the wait queue is the next to run. In order to make this decision, it typically requires the job request (or simply request) to specify n, the number of processors to be allocated to the job, and tr, the time requested for execution of the job. Note that the supercomputer scheduler enforces the request time tr by killing the jobs that exceed it.
However, most jobs seem to be moldable. (In a survey conducted among supercomputer users, 98% of the respondents said that their jobs were moldable [5] .) A moldable job is one that can run on partitions of different sizes, even though it may not be able to change the size of partition during the execution [13] . Since moldable jobs can use multiple partition sizes, there are multiple different requests that can be used to submit a given moldable job. In current practice, the user chooses which request to use at the submission of the job. The decision made by the user of which request to use is important because it affects the job's turn-around time. The turnaround time of a job is the time elapsed between the job's submission and its completion, and thus is composed by wait time and execution time. The turn-around time is a natural metric for the job performance because it captures the user's view of how long a job takes to complete.
The request used to submit a job affects the job's turn-around time because asking for more processors typically reduce the execution time, but it can increase the wait time, maybe overriding the reduction in execution time. The problem is that it is intrinsically hard (and effort intensive) for the user to estimate the effect of request selection on the turn-around time. The difficulty is that the wait time depends on many variables (namely, the partition size n, the request time tr, the supercomputer scheduler, the current load of the system, and future job arrivals) that interplay in non-obvious ways. Moreover, some of these variables are not known by the user.
We addressed this problem by showing that the request that submits a moldable job can be automatically selected in a way that often reduces the job's turn-around time [7] .
More precisely, we introduced SA, an application scheduler that chooses the request used to submit a moldable job on behalf of the user. SA stands for Supercomputer AppLeS, where AppLeS is the shortening for Application-Level Scheduler [5] .
The user provides SA with a set of possible requests that can be used to submit a given moldable job j. SA estimates the turn-around time of each request based on the current state of the supercomputer, and then forwards to the supercomputer the request with the smallest expected turn-around time. Figure 1 illustrates the role of SA in the job submission process. The conditions under which SA was studied cover variations on the characteristics of the job, the state of the supercomputer, and the information available to SA. Our results show that SA often improves the turn-around time of the job under a wide variety of conditions [7] .
Figure 1 -Request selection by SA
This paper investigates the aggregate behavior created by having multiple instances of SA in the system. That is, how having multiple instances of SA scheduling jobs affects the performance improvement attained by each SA individually, and the system as a whole. This is an important issue because there is theoretical evidence that systems in which resource allocation is n t SA SA SA performed by many independent entities can exhibit performance degradation [24] and even chaotic behavior [18] . As one can expect, one aggregate behavior resultant of using SA with many jobs is that the system as a whole becomes more competitive, making it harder for each instance of SA to improve the performance of the job it schedules. On the other hand, other aggregate behaviors generated by SA seem to reduce (i) the occurrence of very heavy load conditions, and (ii) the wait time of jobs that arrive when the supercomputer is experiencing moderate to heavy load.
In light load conditions, the increased competition caused by other instances of SA make the performance improvement obtained by an individual instance of SA to be smaller than when a single SA is present in the system. In moderate to heavy loads, however, the reduction of wait times and of very heavy load scenarios overcome the performance degradation caused by the increased competition for resources produced by the other instances of SA.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the methodology we used to evaluate SA in order to determine its efficacy in improving jobs' performance. Section 3 describes SA and summarizes the results obtained under current workload conditions, i.e. when the other jobs in the system do not use SA, having their request picked by the user. Section 4 investigates the aggregate behavior caused by multiple instances of SA and its impact on performance, being therefore the central part of this paper. Section 5 places this paper in context by surveying related work. Section 6 concludes the paper with a summary of our contributions and suggestions for future work.
Evaluation Methodology
The turn-around time a job j is going to experience depends upon j's partition size n, j's request time tr, the supercomputer scheduler, the current load of the system, and future job arrivals. Since future arrivals and the execution time of the jobs currently in the system are not 6 known at j's submission, SA provides no guarantees that it will select the best request to submit job j. Nevertheless, we have empirical evidence that the request selected by SA often has smaller turn-around time than the user request, as we shall see in Sections 3 and 4. This section describes the methodology used to conduct such an empirical evaluation of SA.
In a nutshell, we simulate the use of SA under a variety of conditions to determine its impact on job performance. Therefore, in order to achieve results that are scientifically sound and also valid in practice, we need to establish (i) the behavior supercomputer schedulers display in practice, (ii) the characteristics supercomputer workloads present in practice, (iii) performance metrics that allow us to combine multiple experiments in a fair manner, and (iv) an experimental design that covers the scenarios we intend to explore and guarantees the statistical significance of the results.
Supercomputer Schedulers
There are a handful of supercomputer schedulers currently in production. These include the Easy [20] , PBS [17] , Maui [22] , and LSF [27] schedulers. In practice, however, the behavior of supercomputer schedulers varies with every supercomputer. Even when the same scheduling software is used, each site typically establishes its own policies, causing the behavior of their schedulers to differ. Nevertheless, the current practice in supercomputer scheduling exhibits some common key features, namely: i) Out of order job start up (i.e. say job j arrives before job g, g can still start before j).
ii) Reuse of idle allocations (i.e. time that was requested and not used is allocated to other jobs).
iii) Age-based priorization (old jobs have greater chance to be the next to run than newer ones). iv) Some mechanism to avoid starvation of large jobs.
In this work, we employ conservative backfilling as an idealized representative of today's supercomputer schedulers. Conservative backfilling displays all four characteristics listed above, has been shown to attain good performance [14] , and it is simple to understand.
Conservative backfilling allows for out-of-order job start up, provided that the job that "jumps ahead" in the queue does not delay the expected start time of any other job [14] . Conservative backfilling uses an allocation list that maintains, for any given time, which processors are assigned to which jobs. Arriving jobs are processed using the first fit strategy, i.e. they are put in the first slot they fit. Whenever a job finishes using less time than it had requested, conservative backfilling traverses the queue (in submission order) and "promotes" the first job that fits in the just-made-available slot. Of course, this may create another available slot. Such a slot is backfilled in the same way. The process stops only when no more backfilling can be done.
Supercomputer Workloads
It is well-known that the performance of a scheduling solution is influenced by the workload submitted to the system [2] [15] [21] [33] . Realistic workloads are thus crucial to establish how scheduling solutions perform in practice. Therefore, in order to evaluate how SA is going to perform in practice, we need to determine the mix of moldable jobs that is likely to compose a supercomputer workload in real life.
Workload logs can be obtained by recording all scheduling events that happen in a system. The logs can then be used to drive simulations that gauge the performance of competing scheduling solutions. Such logs capture the production use of a system and hence are undoubtfully realistic. Alas, supercomputer workload logs currently available contain only one request per job (namely, the request actually used by the user to submit the job). There is no in-formation about the jobs' moldability, which is essential for SA. Furthermore, we cannot easily vary characteristics of the workload log (e.g. the offered load) to investigate how a particular characteristic impacts on scheduling solutions.
We have dealt with these difficulties by constructing a workload model that allows for moldable jobs. Such a model was derived from statistical observations of four workload logs, and from the results of a survey we conducted among supercomputer users (essential to obtain information about job moldability). The four workload logs used as reference for our model are summarized in Our moldable workload model has two independent parts, namely the rigid workload model [6] and the moldability model [5] . The rigid workload model produces a stream of jobs, each with one known request. The moldability model generates alternative requests for a given job j, for which only one request in known. A moldable workload is obtained by using the rigid workload model to produce a stream of jobs, and then applying the moldability model to the jobs we want to be moldable.
A rigid workload consists of a sequence of jobs. Each job j is characterized by its instant of arrival ia, partition size n, requested time tr, request accuracy a, whether the job was cancelled, and its instant of cancellation ic > ia (available when the job was cancelled). The request accuracy a is the fraction of the requested time that was indeed used by a job (i.e., a = te / tr).
Note that we do not model the execution time te directly. The execution time te is determined by
The moldability model extends rigid jobs into moldable jobs. The input of the moldability model is a job j for which one request is known. The output are v requests that can be used to submit job j. A moldable job is, by definition, a parallel job that can use partitions of various sizes to run. Note, however, that this definition does not mean that a moldable job can run over partitions of any size. Factors such as memory requirements, amount of parallelism, and algorithmic constraints restrict the partition size that can be used by a given moldable job j. In fact, memory requirements can establish a minimum partition size on which a job can run, a factor we model as c min . Similarly, the amount of parallelism determines the maximum partition size a job can use, a factor we model as c max . Some parallel algorithms also have constraints on the set of partition sizes they can use. However, we don't model algorithmic constraints directly because the user bias towards power-of-2 partition sizes seems to provide stronger restrictions than the algorithm constraints themselves [5] . Therefore, we model the user bias toward selecting powerof-2 job via the probability pb. Still regarding user behavior, we cannot expect that the user will in general craft all possible requests for a given job, one for each possible partition size that can possibly be used by the job. We define c u to be the number of choices that the user is willing to provide. That is, c u establishes an upper bound on how many alternative requests can be used to run job j. With c min , c max , pb and c u , the moldability model produces the number of requests v and the possible partition sizes n [1] , n [2] , …, n [v] for a job j.
Once we have the possible partition sizes n [1] , n [2] , …, n
, we use Downey's model of the speedup of parallel jobs [9] to derive the requested times of the choices tr [1] , …, tr [v] . Speed-up measures how much faster a job j that uses n processors executes in comparison to j's execution using only one processor. Symbolically: S(n) = te(1) / te(n). Downey's speedup model uses two parameters: A (the average parallelism) and σ (an approximation of the coefficient of variance in parallelism). Intuitively speaking, A establishes the maximum speedup a job can achieve. The larger the value of A, the greater the speedup a job can achieve. σ, on the other hand, determines how fast a job achieves its maximum speed-up (A). That is, σ determines how close to linear the speed-up is. The smaller the σ, the faster the job reaches its maximum speedup, and hence the closer to linear the speed-up curve is.
The modeling activity per se consisted in finding, for each parameter mentioned above, a statistical distribution that closely fits the data observed in practice (logs and survey results). We also looked for correlations between the parameters that describe the workload logs, as well as the questions that compose the survey. For a detailed description of the modeling activity (data treatment, distribution fitting, parameter correlation, and validation), we refer the reader to [5] and [6] .
Performance Metrics
The metric used to compare competing solutions is a key aspect of performance evaluation. Since the use of inappropriate metrics can result in misleading conclusions [11] [15], one wants to find metrics that are unbiased and that capture our intuition of good performance for the research scenario.
SA aims to improve job performance. Therefore, we need a way to capture our intuitive notion of individual job performance. This goal is fulfilled by the job turn-around time. The turnaround time tt of a job j is the time elapsed between j's submission and its completion. That is: tt = tw + te, where tw is the queue wait time, and te is the execution time of the job. Note that turnaround time captures the user's view of how long the system takes to run a job.
However, turn-around time alone is not enough for our purposes. In order to draw statistically valid conclusions, we need to perform experiments in a variety of circumstances. Consequently, we need a way to summarize multiple turn-around times in a single value. Two popular performance metrics for supercomputer scheduling -mean turn-around time and mean slowdown -combine the turn-around times of all jobs in the evaluation workload into a single value, and hence should be considered as the performance metric to be used here. As we shall see, however, these metrics are not appropriate for our research scenario because they bias towards long jobs [11] [15] and/or reward performance-poor scheduling strategies for moldable jobs. We then argue that the geometric mean of turn-around times is an appropriate performance metric for our research scenario.
Mean Turn-Around Time
Since turn-around time provides a good metric for a single job, many researchers have used the arithmetic mean mean( ,..., ) ... [15] . The problem this causes is that mean turn-around time can be dominated by long jobs [11] [15] . For example, the mean turn-around time for 100 onehour jobs and 1 one-week job is 2.7 hours. The dominance of long jobs on the mean turn-around time is an undesirable property for a performance metric because short jobs are most common in today's workloads [15] . Therefore a scheduler can be ranked superior even if it increases the turn-around time of most jobs (the short ones).
Mean Slowdown and its Derivatives
Some authors have addressed this problem by using the slowdown s = tt / te instead of the turn-around time [14] [15] . Slowdown provides a measure that is normalized by the job's execution time and hence long jobs are not overemphasized in the mean slowdown. Note that slowdown is also referred to as expansion factor.
A problem with slowdown is that jobs with extremely short execution time incur very large slowdown. For example, a one-second job that waits 10 minutes in the queue has a slowdown of 600. The standard solution for this problem is to establish a lower bound for the execution time, typically 10 seconds [14] [15] . That is, the performance of the workload is measured by the mean bounded slowdown, where bounded slowdown bs tt te = max( , ) 10 . Returning to the example, a one-second job that waits for 10 minutes to run has bounded slowdown of 60.
However, slowdown and its derivatives are not appropriate for moldable jobs because the execution time of a moldable job depends on the partition size it uses. Recall that, for rigid jobs, the execution time te is fixed in the sense that it cannot be affected by scheduling decisions. For moldable jobs, on the other hand, one can often improve the slowdown by increasing the execution time te, which can be accomplished by selecting the smallest possible partition size. Since s tt te te tw te = = + , increasing te often leads to a small slowdown s. The problem is that such a strategy can (and often does) increase the turn-around time.
Geometric Mean of Turn-Around Times
The geometric mean geomean( ,..., ) ... (which comes directly from the definition of geometric mean). Therefore, unlike the arithmetic mean, the geometric mean does not favor long jobs. For this very reason, the geometric mean is used to aggregate the execution time of the programs that compose the SPEC benchmark [32] .
A criticism of the geometric mean is that it doesn't indicate the processing time of the workload [26] . However, we are not using the performance metric for this purpose here. Instead, we use the performance metric to compare alternative scheduling solutions. For this goal, the geometric mean is a good way to aggregate multiple turn-around times because it equally considers the improvement in performance of any job.
Multiple Metrics
Although we feel that geometric mean is better suited for our research scenario, the reader should be the final judge. Consequently, we also present the main results through arithmetic mean. As we shall see, the arithmetic mean revealed the same trends exposed by the geometric mean. The difference was quantitative: arithmetic mean suggests that the performance improvement attained by SA is smaller than what indicated by geometric mean. This is because arithmetic mean emphasizes long jobs, whereas SA produces greater performance improvement for small jobs [7] .
Experimental Set-up
In total, we conducted 360,000 experiments to investigate the performance SA delivers.
The large number of experiments was necessary because jobs vary widely in many aspects, and therefore statistics that express the behavior of a set of jobs converge slowly [15] . For our experiments, the geometric mean of turn-around times stabilized at around 30,000 trials. Since we group experiments into deciles to investigate the effect some parameters have on SA (as we shall see in Section 4), we had to assure that each decile would have more than 30,000 experiments.
For each experiment, we generated a 10,000-job workload using the workload model described in Section 2.2. The simulated supercomputer for our experiments had 500 processors and was scheduled with conservative backfilling (see Section 2.1). Each experiment targets a randomly selected job j, and the result of the experiment is how the target job j performed with the user-selected request, and with the request selected by SA. The requests used by the other (nontarget) jobs in the workload depend upon the kind of situation we investigate: the performance of SA on current condition (summarized on Section 3, on which non-target jobs use the userselected request), or the aggregate behavior of SA (fully discussed in Section 4, on which nontarget jobs also use SA to choose their request).
SA: The Supercomputer AppLeS
SA, the Supercomputer AppLeS, is an application scheduler that adaptively selects the request that submits a moldable job to the supercomputer (as depicted in Figure 1 ). Recall that a moldable job is one that can run on partitions of different sizes, although it may not be able to change the partition size (i.e., gain and/or lose processors) during the execution [13] . Using moldability to improve job performance is important because most parallel jobs in production today are moldable. In fact, in a survey conducted among supercomputer users, 98% of the respondents said that their jobs were moldable [5] .
SA's goal is to improve job j's turn-around time by selecting the request to be sent to the supercomputer. Users provide SA with a set of requests r = (r [1] , …, r [v] ) that can be used to submit a job j. SA simulates the submission of all requests in r, and then selects the request r [s] that achieves the smallest turn-around time in the simulations. The request r [s] is then used to submit job j to the supercomputer.
The simulation of the submission of job j by a given request r [i] starts from the current state of the supercomputer and is driven by scheduling events, continuing until the completion of j. These scheduling events are jobs submissions and completions. Only one submission is provided: r [i] , which submits job j. Completions are provided for all jobs in the system (including job j). The completions are calculated assuming that each job execute for their request time tr. In summary, SA drives the simulation of request r [i] by (i) assuming no future job arrivals, and (ii) making te = tr for all jobs.
In reality, however, new jobs do arrive in the system after j. Besides, most jobs execute for less time than they request. Therefore, there are no guarantees that SA will select the request that will deliver the shortest turn-around time. However, our results shows that the requests selected by SA significantly improve the turn-around time over the requests selected by the user.
Note that SA requires no changes in the behavior of the supercomputer scheduler. In the simulations that select request r [s] , the supercomputer scheduler is treated as a black box to which SA sends events representing arrivals and completions of jobs. Moreover, the request r [s] that comes from SA submitting job j is just like any other: it is a pair (n, tr) that specifies the size of the partition to be allocated to job j (n) and establishes an upper-bound for the execution time of j (tr).
Performance of SA in Current Conditions
As fully described in [7] , we investigated the performance of SA in current workload conditions (i.e., with jobs' requests being selected by the user), as well as how the performance attained by SA is influenced by (i) the characteristics of the target job j, (ii) the information available to SA about job j, and (iii) the load of the supercomputer at the moment SA schedules job j. Table 2 displays the overall results. The experiments show substantial improvement in adaptively selecting supercomputer requests. Note that arithmetic mean presents more modest performance improvement because it emphasizes long jobs and SA produces a greater performance improvement for small jobs [7] .
SA User Geometric Mean of the Turn-Around Time 1,429 2,878
Arithmetic Mean of the Turn-Around Time 32,350 37,153
Table 2 -Overall results (in seconds)
Both arithmetic mean and geometric mean summarize the results, conveying a notion of "average" performance. It may be more informative to understand how often SA improves an individual job's turn-around time. One can also tell that SA improved the performance for 45.8% of the jobs, whereas 8.8% of the jobs had performance worsened by SA. The performance of SA can be influenced by (i) the characteristics of the target job j, (ii) the information available to SA about job j, and (iii) the load of the supercomputer at the moment SA schedules job j. We found that the larger and more diverse the set of possible requests, the better the performance SA in general attains. In particular, small requests are needed to reduce wait time, whereas parallelism is needed to reduce execution time [7] .
Adapting to the current state of the supercomputer is also important to achieve good performance [7] . In fact, SA "changes strategy" depending on the load the supercomputer is experiencing when job j is submitted. For lightly loaded supercomputers, SA seems to focus on reduc-ing the execution time by selecting large requests, even if such requests bear a slightly greater wait time than the user request. This approach produces good results because, for lightly loaded supercomputers, the wait time is often very small anyway, thus having minimum impact on the turn-around time. For heavily loaded supercomputers, on the other hand, the wait time corresponds to a sizable fraction of the turn-around time. SA then starts to shift focus to reducing wait time, even when this penalizes execution time.
Aggregate Behavior of SA
While SA is expected to deliver substantial performance improvement in current conditions, the widespread use of SA may change such prevailing conditions. When many SAs are scheduling jobs on one supercomputer, the decision made by one SA affects the state of the system, therefore impacting other instances of SA. The global behavior of the system thus comes from the aggregate behavior of all SAs. This is an important issue because there is theoretical evidence that systems in which resource allocation is performed by many independent entities can exhibit performance degradation [24] and even chaotic behavior [18] . Therefore, there are two basic concerns about a system in which many entities make decisions independently. First: Is the system as a whole stable, or does it oscillate in some thrashing cycle? Second: What is the impact of multiple SAs on the performance attained by each of them?
In our environment, the stability of the system is not a problem. Stability is a problem for systems formed by multiple independent entities that can keep prompting each other to make decisions in an endless feedback cycle [18] . When this happens, the system as a whole never stabilizes. Since each instance of SA makes only one decision, there is no chance for a feedback behavior to occur.
On the other hand, having multiple SAs in the system can have a performance impact on the system as a whole and on each instance of SA in particular. SA can be thought of as searching the supercomputer schedule for holes that fit the possible requests. Having many SAs searching for holes in the supercomputer schedule is likely to make the supercomputer schedule more compact, with fewer "big" holes, making it harder for each instance of SA to find a hole that delivers a large performance improvement. Therefore, we expect the competition for resources to become tougher with multiple SAs, and this tough competition to reflect on the performance improvement attained by each SA individually.
Of course, this is not to suggest that the increased competition expected from the widespread use of SA is undesirable or bad. One can also think of SA as making more efficient request on behalf of the users. Having everybody using SA would thus ensure better fairness among all users. The point here is just to estimate what performance improvement can a user expect when SA is in pervasive use.
Experimental Set-up
Recall that we conducted 360,000 experiments, each using a 10,000-job workload and a 500-processor supercomputer. On each experiment, we randomly selected a target job j (see Section 2.4). Each experiment consists of four simulations that use the same workload. The simulations vary whether (i) the target job j uses SA or the user request, and (ii) all the other jobs use SA or the user request. When most jobs in the workload use SA, we say that the workload is adaptive. When most jobs are submitted through the user request, we say that we have a static workload. Table 4 shows how SA and the user request behave within static and adaptive workloads.
To our surprise, both SA and the user request have smaller turn-around times when in adaptive workloads then when in static workloads. As we shall see in detail, the good results obtained by adaptive workloads seem to be due to two load-related aggregate behaviors of SA. First, as load goes up, SA chooses smaller request, an individual decision that aggregates to increase the efficiency of the system as a whole, effectively decreasing the offered load, and thus reducing long wait times for individual jobs. Second, better job packing and fewer (although often bigger) jobs in the system, apparently make it easier for an incoming job to fit in the supercomputer schedule, thus reducing wait times further. These aggregate behaviors combined seem to overpower the performance degradation caused by the increased competition for resources from other instances of SA.
It is also interesting to ponder about the arithmetic mean results. As mentioned before, arithmetic mean suggests smaller improvements because it is strongly influenced by long jobs, whereas the performance improvement attained by SA is greater for small jobs. The new aspect here is that, when compared to geometric mean, arithmetic mean indicates that adaptive workloads cause a great performance improvement (for both SA and the user request). This suggests that adaptive workloads reduce the turn-around time of long jobs, those that influence arithmetic mean the most. The fact that the standard deviation of turn-around times is noticeably smaller for adaptive workloads supports this conclusion. Note that this is in consonance with the notion that the ubiquitous use of SA brings better fairness to all users. 
Request used for target job

Impact of the Existing Load on Job Performance
The aggregate behavior of SA appears to be dependent of the existing load in the system at the moment of submission of target job j. In order to expose such dependence quantitatively, 
Reduction of High Load Conditions
Recall that SA changes strategy depending on the existing load (see Section 3). In lightly loaded supercomputers, SA favors large requests, which have small execution time. As the load grows, SA starts to reduce the request size, in an attempt to balance execution time and wait time. In order to quantify this phenomenon, let us introduce computation capacity cc = te ⋅ n, which represents how much processing power a job needs. Note that, due to the often sublinear job speed-up, small requests typically demand smaller computation capacitys to be processed than large requests. Now consider the plot of computation capacity cc as a function of load per processor D, depicted in Figure 4 . Figure 4 , SA tends to reduce the size of the request as the load grows.
Moreover, this behavior happens regardless whether SA is in an adaptive or static workload. This is as expected because SA only considers the job it schedules, without worrying about other jobs.
The reduction of request size as the load grows, an individual decision made by each SA, aggregates to make the system more efficient, reducing the occurrence of very heavy load conditions. Consider Figure 5 for the distribution of the load per processor D at the moment the target job j arrives in the system. For approximately 60% of the experiments, job j does not experience much difference in the system load whether the previous jobs used SA (adaptive workload) or the users requests (static workload). These are the 60% of the experiments on which job j found the supercomputer to be less loaded (D < 500,000). For the other 40% of the experiments, job j found smaller load in the supercomputer when the previous jobs used SA (i.e., the adaptive workload scenario).
These 40% of the experiments are the ones on which the supercomputer was more loaded at the moment of the arrival of job j (D > 500,000).
Reduction of Wait Time
Another aggregate behavior generated by SA is, given a fixed existing load, adaptive workloads seem to generate smaller wait time for target job j than static workloads, for both SA and the user request. See Figure 6 for the evolution of wait time as the existing load grows. The wait time is small under light loads. For moderate to heavy loads, jobs using both SA and the user request display smaller wait times in adaptive workloads. When the user request is used in adaptive workloads, better packing in the supercomputer schedule translates in general into a smaller wait time. Since the user request is static, the wait time experienced by the job is determined mainly by the state of the supercomputer schedule.
Therefore, everything else being the same, a job using the user request will in general experience a smaller wait time when encountering a better packed supercomputer schedule.
When SA is used in adaptive workloads, it is less clear that better packing is responsible for a smaller wait time. After all, SA leverages holes in the supercomputer schedule to improve job performance. However, SA produces smaller performance improvement under heavy-load conditions [7] . The fact that the system as a whole is more efficient (i.e., the supercomputer schedule is more compact) seems to be more beneficial than the improvements SA would achieve with a less compact schedule.
Another probable cause for the reduction in wait time SA experiences within adaptive workloads is the reduction of number of jobs already in the system at the moment that the target job j is submitted. See Figure 7 for the distribution of J, the number of jobs in the system when job j is submitted. Such a reduction in the number of jobs is due to the fact that SA jobs (which compose adaptive workloads) get through the system faster. The rationale then is that fewer jobs in the system generate a simpler, less fragmented schedule, which make it easier for SA to find a good request within an adaptive workload. 
Related Work
Scheduling distributed-memory parallel supercomputers is an instance of the more general problem of scheduling multiprocessor computers. The features that particularize scheduling parallel supercomputers are (i) the continuous arrival of jobs to the system, (ii) the high cost of task migration, and (iii) the need to simultaneously make available all processors allocated to a job. In current practice, supercomputer schedulers accept rigid requests [17] [31] . Processor allocation consists of enabling the supercomputer scheduler to select how many processors to allocate to a parallel job based on information about the characteristics of the job (e.g. sequential fraction, average parallelism, and maximum parallelism) and/or the system (e.g. system load). Jobs are typically assumed to be fully moldable in the sense that they can use any number of processors, and the user typically do not provide request times. Strategies that use knowledge about the job have been proposed [3] [8] [12] [25] [28] [30] . Adaptation to the system load has also been investigated before [3] [19] [23] . Downey has studied whether the job ahead of a FIFO queue should delay its start up to use more processors [10] . Non-work-conserving strategies were also evaluated by Rosti et al [29] . The results of these efforts indicate that performance improves when processor allocation takes into account job characteristics and system state.
Despite such evidence, schedulers currently in use [17] [20] [22] [27] leave processor allocation to the user by accepting only rigid requests. We believe that this is due to the difficulty in matching the assumptions used in the papers with the current practice in supercomputer scheduling. Such difficulty happens because existing work are more theoretical in nature and thus, in order to keep things tractable, make use of strong assumptions (e.g. Poisson job arrival, full moldability, accurate information about jobs, no request time). Moreover, the very lack of a production system that supports moldable jobs creates a "chicken-and-egg" impasse.
We view our work as an attempt to close this gap between theory and practice. First, SA performs request selection (in opposition to processor allocation) in the sense that it explicitly accounts for request times, it does not assume jobs to be fully moldable, and it was designed as an application scheduler, therefore not requiring changes to existing supercomputer scheduling software, a feature that increases the applicability of our solution. Moreover, we base our analysis in very detailed modeling of the current supercomputer usage [5] [6], which captures real job arrival patterns, constraints to job moldability (in which only some partition sizes can be used by the job), and inaccuracy of the information available for scheduling. Finally, our work investi-gates in detail how moldability improves performance in many distinct scenarios (in opposition to how moldability helps the workload as whole, as typically done). These scenarios encompass different kinds of jobs, different load situations, and different accuracy and amount of information available to SA [7] .
Conclusions
This paper investigates the aggregate behavior shown by SA when scheduling most jobs submitted to a supercomputer. SA is an application scheduler that selects, on behalf of the user, which request to use to submit a moldable job j to a supercomputer. In current workload conditions, the request selected by SA often has smaller turn-around time than the user-selected request [7] . However, since SA determines which request is used, the characteristics of the workload can change when most jobs are scheduled by SA. We found that the competition for resources becomes tougher with multiple SAs, and this tough competition decreases the performance improvement attained by each SA individually, but also promotes better fairness among all users.
Also, there are two other aggregate behaviors that override increased competition when the system experiences moderate to heavy load conditions. First, SA chooses smaller requests, an individual decision that increases the efficiency of the whole system, which effectively decreases the offered load, thus mitigating long wait times. Second, better job packing and fewer jobs in the system make it easier for an incoming job to fit in the supercomputer schedule, thus reducing wait times further. As a result, in moderate to heavy load conditions, a single instance of SA benefits from the fact than other jobs are also using SA.
Since most jobs are already moldable [5] , solutions that explore moldability to improve performance (such as SA) are immediately applicable in practice. This immediate applicability of SA is reinforced by the fact that SA is an application scheduler and thus can be deployed without changes in the current software infrastructure that control supercomputers (e.g., operating system, scheduler, account manager). The results presented in this paper reinforce such practical applicability by showing that there is no "tragedy of commons" in the widespread use of
SA.
Directions to be explored in the future include comparing SA (which makes decisions outside the supercomputer scheduler, hence at submission time) against processor allocation strategies that leverage from moldability inside the supercomputer scheduler (where decisions can wait until start-up time). Alternatively, one can further explore the benefits of having SA as an application scheduler and have it target multiple supercomputers. By targeting multiple supercomputers, SA in principle would have more opportunities to improve the performance of a job.
Moreover, it is conceivable that multiple instances of SA would provide load balancing among multiple supercomputers by avoiding the most loaded machines.
